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Centuries following his death, Ragnar Lothbrok's name is still shrouded in mystery and legends. He

is said to have been a 9th-century Danish king who battled many great foreign armies. Ragnar was

famous for being a brutal warlord and acquired his fortune by raiding kingdoms surrounding his

native Scandinavia. This book will help you learn more about the infamous Viking called Ragnar

Lothbrok. In this book, you will learn: - Who Ragnar Lothbrok was - Who is sons and wives were -

How Ragnar died - A general history of Vikings and the Great Heathen Army - Theories about

whether Ragnar Lothbrok really existed, or is simply a fictional hero created from the events and

lives of multiple historical figures - And much more There isn't any shortage of entertainment in this

book. In fact, it won't even seem like you are learning history!
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I fell in love with Vikings and Norse myths ever since watching Thor movie. That's I especially

enjoyed reading this one about one of the most famous Vikings. It was definitely a cognitive and

very interesting read for me.

Very interesting book. A few misspellings throughout and can get difficult to follow chronologically

but it's understandable due to it being based on historical evidence which is of course spotty at

times.Overall, a very good read and effective method of walking through time to explain all the

different figures and their achievements.

Bought this for my husband, and was a little disappointed. I thought I was ordering a book, but when



I opened it, it is more like a pamphlet, or a childrens book.

I found the book interesting but the style of writing was juvenile and amateurish. Numerous spelling

mistakes and the book needs to be edited.

This is a marvelous book which is written on Ragnar Lothbrok and about his life and his personality.

The character of ragnar lothbrok is very interesting to read about. There is a description about his

sons and wives, each of this book pages contain captivating writings. This book is simple and vivid

to understand and give worth to our luxurious time through this book.

If you're familiar with the popular TV Show Vikings, you surely know who Ragnar Lothbrok is and

you probably became a huge fan of him. The author of this book does a great job at revealing the

history of the famous viking hero: who he was, the members of his family, what he did, and the

legacy he left behind.

I have been wanting an introduction to this character and I got it. I really enjoyed reading about

Vikings and their way of life. I would recommend to family and friends to read. I like it! I want to read

more.

My nephew loved this kind of books and this one i found in his collection.For curiosity sake,I read

the book and honestly,I found this book really interesting and very informative. The narrative way of

delivering the story of Ragnar Lothbrok is a page turner. I can tell that this book is worth to be in

your collection.Teenagers will love this book for sure.
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